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Reflective Approaches in Medical Education. Implications on Medical imaging.

Abstract

Purpose: This paper reviewed literature regarding the utility and direction of reflective approaches in Medical imaging education.

Methods: The Scopus database was accessed. The word “Reflective” was used as the main search term to look for the relevant literature. The inclusion criteria used in this study comprised of those papers published in English between the years 2006 to 2016, indexed in Scopus database, and limited to those discussing the topic on reflective approaches in medical education. Published papers that have the main search terms in the articles’ title only were tabulated. The data were then filtered using other Reflective related terms. Thematic analysis was done.

Results: Two hundred and four articles were identified to have one or more search terms in the articles’ titles only. Studying the data using other reflective related terms revealed that the term “Reflective Writing” contributed the highest frequency, followed by “Reflective Journal” and “Reflective Learning”. Twenty-four studies evaluated students’ reflective approaches in assessing and improving the domain of professionalism in Medical sciences. Twenty-two studies showed the researchers utilized various types of reflective approaches for evidence of students learning skills. Other studies noted the efficacy of different types of reflective learning in the domains of attitude, teamwork, empathy, learning skill, competencies, clinical skill and patient care. Pertinent to Medical imaging education area, only two studies were found; one reported the promotion of reflective learning while the other touched on the portfolio.

Conclusion: This review, based on Scopus database, depicts the educational approaches that made use of the concept of reflection. They are used to facilitate the learning and assessment in various medical disciplines. There is a dearth of articles that address reflective approaches in relation to Medical imaging education. Much work is required to understand how reflective approaches can be used to effectively assess the students’ performances in various domains in Medical imaging education.
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Abstract
Purpose: The literature regarding the utility and direction of reflective approaches in medical imaging education was reviewed.
Methods: The Scopus database was accessed. The word reflective was used as the main search term to look for the relevant literature. The inclusion criteria used in this study included those papers published in English between the years 2006 to 2016, indexed in Scopus database, and limited to articles about reflective approaches in medical education. Published papers that had the main search terms in the articles’ title only were tabulated. The data were then filtered using other reflective-related terms. A thematic analysis was done. Results: Two hundred and four articles were identified to have one or more search terms in the articles’ titles only. Studying the data using other reflective-related terms showed that the term reflective writing had the highest frequency, followed by reflective journal and reflective learning. There were 24 studies in which students’ reflective approaches were evaluated for assessing and improving the domain of professionalism in medical sciences. Twenty-two studies showed that the researchers utilized various types of reflective approaches for evidence of students’ learning skills. In other studies, the efficacy of different types of reflective learning in the domains of attitude, teamwork, empathy, learning skills, competencies, clinical skills, and patient care were explored. Pertinent to the medical imaging education area, only two studies were found. The promotion of reflective learning was reported in one, and the use of the portfolio was mentioned in the other. Conclusion: This review, based on Scopus database, demonstrated the educational approaches that were used for the concept of reflection. Educational approaches were used to facilitate the learning and assessment in various medical disciplines. There was a dearth of articles in which reflective approaches were addressed in relation to medical imaging education. Much work is required to understand how reflective approaches can be used to effectively assess the students’ performances in various domains in medical imaging education.

INTRODUCTION
Reflection in education can be referred to as learning from experience that requires students to think deeply and critically in the situation they were involved and relate those situations to the theoretical knowledge. This concept is used widely in many profession-based programs as the implementation of reflective learning is essential to produce graduates trained with professional roles. The discussion pertaining to the concept of reflection used in education is initiated with the definition of reflection as given by Dewey (1910): “… active, persistent and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and the further conclusion to which it tends.” Rogers emphasized that reflection is “a meaning-making process that moves a learner from one experience into the next with deeper understanding of its relationships with and connections to other experiences and ideas,” involving a complex, rigorous, intellectual and emotional enterprise that takes time to be appreciated. Reflection is recognized as a process of integration between theory and real situations or experiences, which a person should be able to link and blend both together. This linkage of theory and practice needs thoughtful, critical, and deep thinking to achieve reflection.

Another definition of reflection made through the introduction of the term reflective practice is “reflective practice involves thoughtfully considering one’s own experiences in applying knowledge to practice while being coached by professionals in the
Dewey has highlighted four major principles of reflection. Reflection is used to facilitate the search of meaningful understanding through the application of a systematic, rigorous, and disciplined way of thinking. Reflection needs to happen in a community, which requires attitudes that value the personal and intellectual growth. Based on Dewey’s work, Rogers outlines reflection in six phases: (1) an experience, (2) spontaneous interpretation of the experience, (3) naming the problems or questions that arises out of the experience, (4) generating possible explanations for the problems or questions, (5) ramifying the explanations into hypotheses, and (6) experimenting or testing the selected hypotheses. At the initial stage of reflective thought, an experience is needed for a reflective thinker to formulate a theory. After an experience, a spontaneous clarification of the experience follows. In this case, Dewey noted that once a reflective thinker has an experience, he or she will “perceive” a fact. For the third phase, Dewey labeled it as “thought intellectualization” or “locating the problem.” The process involved in this phase does not occur by chance. Rather, it demands a disciplined approach when an individual needs to continually ground his or her thinking. The fourth phase involves analysis. This phase involves the reflective thinker to formulate the hypotheses based on various sources, previous experiences, books, and people. Phase five is a more intense and focused version of phase four in which an intellectual review a series of problems or questions, which provides a platform of reason and understanding of the issues and will lead a reflective thinker to go to the next phase. Finally, the last step of the reflection phases is to investigate the hypotheses. As noted by Dewey (1910), reflection must include an action. This final phase of reflection is the one that offers the possibility of a resolution to the problem.

The steps involved in a reflection process can be divided into four stages. First is the description process when a student needs to think about the actions that occurred in an event. The second stage is the analysis and interpretation process. This stage involves the question of why the event happened. Third is the meaning and application process. This process requires students to verify the justification of why that event is significant to reflect upon. The last step encompasses the implication process. This step shows whether reflection has taken place and how the students provide the solution to the event that arose.

Dewey also proposed eight steps in reflective thinking. The steps start with problem definition followed by problem analysis, criteria selection, information analysis, proposed solution, selected solutions, implemented solutions, and feedback of the solutions. All these steps need to be utilized in reflective thinking to assure coverage of a defined problem area. In the learning process, the integration of self-reflection with the past and future experiences are needed in order to produce reflective practitioners. In this case, it was emphasized that reflection is useful in students’ learning activities because it shows the concept of the affective domain, which is difficult to sense in the various learning activities. It can be concluded that the steps proposed by the various authors were meant to facilitate for reflection to be manifested in the students’ thinking and learning.

The role of reflection in education has been able to generate positive roles in fostering students’ reflective thinking, critical thinking, and professionalism. The concept of reflection is acknowledged in the education system as a method for developing deep learning and using various assignments given to students. Reflective approaches are used for students to reflect on the knowledge they learned about theory and to apply those into practice. Reflective writing assignments in medical education were used to direct students’ attention to foster their professional development and engage multiple orientations. Collectively, the authors emphasized that reflective approaches are widely used to increase emphatic interaction with patients, improve communication skills, and spirituality.

Generally, student development in the learning process is guided by the three domains of learning or learning taxonomies, which are the cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains. The Malaysian Qualification Agency (MQA) used these domains of learning to define the minimum performance achievement upon completion of a course or a program. Discussions pertinent to the domains of learning should not omit the assessment method. The correct assessment methods are important to evaluate the students’ performance related to those domains.

Numerous forms of reflective approaches have been developed and introduced as tools in assessing students’ performances in the various aspects of teaching and learning. Among others, those assessments related to the soft skills of thinking, scientific skills, communication skills, social skills, professionalism, and leadership skills. The Malaysian Qualification Agency clarified that multiple assessment methods should be adopted in measuring the attainment of learning outcomes, which include the diverse attributes to
There are various terms that relate to reflective approaches used within the context of education. They include reflective learning, reflective writing, reflective journal, reflective portfolio, reflective exercise, reflective model, and reflective tool. Generally, these reflective approaches involve the concept of reflection. Although the assessment tool to measure interpersonal skills, such as professionalism, teamwork, and proficiency in medical education, is hard to outline. Reflective approaches could be beneficial in evaluation of those domains as documented in the literature. In this case, there are educators who believe that engaging medical students with reflective writing is one of the means in promoting the medical aspect of professionalism. Reflective writing has the potential to assist professional program students to assimilate the relationship between personal experiences and professional values. The impact of reflective writing on empathy among students was measured by Chen and Forbes and was found to support the assimilation of personal experiences and professional values. They found that reflective writing contributes substantial change in medical students' empathy, which indicates that the use of reflective writing in medical education can enhance the social skills of the students with patients. Thus, it was felt that reflective approaches could be relevant to medical imaging education in measuring and evaluating students' cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains in those individual theoretical domains of the discipline.

In spite of the importance of reflective approaches mentioned above, there seems to be little evidence to suggest reflective approaches in the various domains of medical imaging education. Without the appropriate methods of assessment, the evidence of psychomotor and affective competencies in technological skills, patient care, clinical skills, professionalism, social skills, safety, economy, quality, and meeting customer satisfaction among the medical imaging graduates will be difficult to assess. It can be highlighted here that some of the domains related to medical imaging education can be evaluated with the use of reflective approaches used in other disciplines in medical education. The characteristics of the soft skills in other disciplines of medicine that had been evaluated using reflective approaches could be similar to those in medical imaging education.

The objective of this paper was to identify the direction of recent works in reflective approaches in medical education and, in particular, medical imaging education. The focus of this review was on the identification of various types of reflective approaches and their usage in assessing the theoretical domains in the medical education and medical imaging education scenarios. The research questions that guided this review were the following:

1. What are the types of reflective approaches used in medical education within the last 10 years?
2. What are the lessons learned from the use of those reflective approaches in the teaching and learning within the medical education scenario?
3. What are the types of reflective approaches used in medical imaging education?
4. How effective have reflective approaches been used in assessing the theoretical domains in medical imaging education?

It is to be reiterated at this junction that for the purpose of this paper the terms radiography and medical imaging are used interchangeably.

**METHODS**

With the search strategy, published studies about reflective approaches in medical education were sought. This study involved the Scopus database. Scopus is an important database in literature search studies, for it is said to provide 100% Medline coverage. Thus, a full coverage of literature related to the field of medical imaging was secured. The inclusion criteria used in this study included published papers indexed in the Scopus database. Only papers published in English, publications between the years 2006 to 2016, and articles that included the topic of reflective approaches in medical education were examined.

In the first phase of the search, the Scopus database (http://www.scopus.com/) was accessed. The researcher used the word reflective as the main search term. Using the search platform, the publication option from “2006-2016” and “All Documents” were entered. The search limited the search term to appear only in “Title, Abstract, and Keywords.” The total number of publications identified in the search was recorded.

Then the “filtering” function was utilized in which only articles published in English were chosen. Filtering the results further, the search was then limited to six areas of studies: medicine, nursing, health professions, social sciences, multidiscipline, and undefined. The number of articles was then recorded. The identified articles were then exported for further analysis using the comma separated values (CSV) function, which tabulated the resultant data into an Excel file. The data in the exported Excel file relevant to this study included the name of authors, the title of articles, year of publication, journal title, abstract, and keywords.
From the Excel file, the data were filtered for the number, types, and frequencies of articles that had the reflective-related terms. The reflective-related terms indicate the reflective methods used in the current education system. Terms that included reflective writing, reflective learning, reflective journal, reflective tool, reflective portfolio, reflective exercise, and reflective model were filtered with the use of the source’s title column. The results were tabulated.

Descriptive analyses and thematic analyses of the above results were tabulated. These analyses were calculated to present an overall picture pertaining to selected disciplines in medical education and later to compare with medical imaging education.

Results
The initial search identified 71,548 articles in various subject areas that had the search term reflective in the title, abstract, or keywords. The total number of articles was then filtered to subject areas related to medicine: medicine, nursing, social sciences, health profession, multidiscipline, and undefined, which totaled 18,676 articles. The breakdown within each subject area is given in Table 1.

Table 1. The Breakdown of Articles According to the Chosen Subject Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Areas</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
<th>Subject Areas</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td>9395</td>
<td>Health Professions</td>
<td>693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>6801</td>
<td>Multidisciplinary</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>1549</td>
<td>Undefined</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18,676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An increasing trend in publications with reflective terms was observed in publications related to medicine from 2006 to 2015 (Figure 1). The increasing trend indicates the awareness concerning the use of the concept of reflection in medical education. In 2016, a decrease in the number of articles with reflective terms is seen, which can be attributed to the fact that this study was conducted in October 2016. Thus, the exact number of articles with reflective terms until the end of 2016 was not obtained.

Figure 1. The Trend in Articles Indexed in Scopus with Reflective Terms from 2006 to 2016 Limited to Subject Areas Related to Table 1
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From the total number of 18,676 articles, only 204 articles had one or more reflective-related terms of reflective writing, reflective learning, reflective journal, reflective tool, reflective portfolio, reflective exercise, and reflective model in the titles of the articles. The term reflective writing had the highest frequency in the article titles, followed by reflective journal and reflective learning. It is to be reiterated at this point that for this study, the identified reflective-related terms can represent the approaches used in medical education, including those in medical imaging education. Limiting the search terms to the title only denoted the emphasis or importance of those terms as the core discussion within the retrieved articles. The themes and frequencies for which the reflective-related terms appear are given in Table 2.

Table 2. The Frequency of the Various Reflective-Related Terms in the Articles’ Titles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERMS</th>
<th>Frequency in Article Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflective Writing</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective Journal</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective Learning</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective Model</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective Portfolio</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective Tool</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective Exercise</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>204</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the list of 204 articles titles, the data were filtered to identify articles in which reflective approaches in medical education were discussed. There were 113 articles found. A thematic analysis was performed. The scope that each article highlighted for the 113 articles is given in Table 3.

Table 3. Thematic Analyses of Articles’ Title

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic Analyses</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of reflective approaches in assessing theoretical domains in medical education</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of reflective approach in medical education</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception on reflective approaches: Students, Faculty, Teachers</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness of reflective approaches in medical education</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models of reflective approaches</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The concept of reflective approaches</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of reflective approaches</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>113</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the core areas that the researchers highlighted in their work. Generally, the articles about reflective approaches thematically indicate that the works were concentrated mainly in assessing the reflective approaches in the domains of medical education, which suggests the use of reflective approaches as assessment tools in medical education.

The 113 articles were then subjected to thematic analysis to determine the subdomains in medical education. The frequencies of the subdomains that each article highlighted are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. The Subdomains Related to the Articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subdomains of Learning</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professionalism</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Skill</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective Thinking</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Thinking</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Skill</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Care</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Skill</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Skill</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual Care</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palliative Care</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal skill</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 illustrates the subdomains that were highlighted by each article. Although the total number of articles found in medical education area was 113, the total number given above is 115, which is because there were 2 articles that addressed 2 subdomains. It can be seen that the subdomain of professionalism received the highest attention by various researchers in their studies, which could be attributed to the fact that professionalism is a very important area in the medical field. The dearth of studies in the other subdomain involving experience, ethics, teamwork, empathy, spiritual care, and patient care indicates the directions for future studies. A positive interpretation of the above findings is that reflective approaches addressing the areas under professionalism, learning skills, reflective thinking, critical thinking, and clinical skills when seen within their own individual contexts are similar areas that are given in medical imaging education. The adaptability of those studies to medical imaging education can be positive.

From the data presented in the Excel file, there were only 2 studies related to medical imaging education that have reflective terms in the titles. Hamilton and Druva concentrated on the use of reflective learning in medical imaging education. Hamilton and Druva suggested that reflective learning can be enhanced by engaging the students with writing tasks. For medical imaging applications, Hamilton and Druva emphasized that students need to reflect on any episodes and situations that happened during their clinical practice. They reported about an intervention in student reflective writing tasks to address issues that are based on clinical experiences. In addition, lecturers’ perceptions about the use of reflective writing indicated students are still lacking in making an observation and expressing their views and opinions. Hamilton and Druva also found potential issues in reflective learning, which included the appropriate methods to instill the critical thinking and to preserve positive attitudes among students during clinical placements.

Mubuuke et al developed a descriptive cross-sectional study involving both radiography students and teachers in a college of health science. They evaluated the effectiveness of a student portfolio as a tool for showing evidence of learning. They found the application of a general log book only is not sufficient to make the students reflect unless they are involved with the portfolio. Students and teachers did not know about the portfolio due to the confusion between a portfolio and a log book. They devised and evaluated a practical portfolio assessment strategy. Overall, Mubuuke et al suggested that students tend to reflect on their learning by using a portfolio compared with a log book only. Thus, the content of portfolio should be selected carefully, and the assessment of a portfolio should be formulated to make a portfolio as a tool of reflection in medical imaging education.
Google Scholar was also used to search for articles with reflective terms in medical imaging education after the Scopus study. The articles were extracted using various reflective terms and medical imaging in the titles. In a review, Hall and Davist recognized the growth of the concept of reflective practice in the professions of allied health sciences and medicine.21 Noting that the concept was intensely discussed by the nursing professions, they encouraged other professionals, including radiographers, to grasp the concept of reflection more readily. Hall and Davist opined that the use of reflection could enable the professionals to meet challenges in future practices.21 Our study did not unearth any other literature that represented follow-up discussions pertaining to the concept following the article by Hall and Davist, published in 1999.

In 2008, Baird rekindled the interest in the concept of reflection in medical imaging education.22 The study was conducted at Monash University, Australia, which involved fourth-year bachelor of radiography and medical imaging students, and demonstrated the perceptions and feedback of students and supervisors regarding the implementation of a reflection concept in curricula toward the development of a reflective radiographer. Baird found that both students and supervisors supported and accept the program and its mission and vision. However, Baird felt that educators particularly will experience many challenges and constraints in presenting the reflection concept in the curriculum.22 Chelliah and Arumugam assessed the stage of reflection and its relationship with clinical competency assessments, which caused them to believe that reflection can promote the clinical competencies among the students.23

The lack of literature relating the concept of reflection to medical imaging education is hereby acknowledged. It would then be practical to review and make good of research done in other fields of medicine and align them to the teaching and learning in medical imaging education. The following discussion makes benefit of those general works in reflective approaches in medical education, culminating with applications in medical imaging education.

DISCUSSION
Reflective Approaches in Medical Education
The scarcity of literature that relates the concept of reflection to medical imaging education raises questions pertaining to the awareness of a concept that has been shown to be valuable in assessing the domains of learning in other medically related disciplines. The ensuing discussion was used to align reflective approaches used in the other disciplines in the field of medicine to medical imaging education.

The three main reflective approaches that were identified from the literature search are reflective writing, reflective journal, and reflective learning. These approaches are discussed in terms of their meaning, use in medical education, and their use in the domains of medical imaging education.

Uses of Reflective Writing
Fink stated, “Reflective writing ... focuses on the writer’s learning experience itself and attempts to identify the significance and meaning of a given learning experience, primarily for the writer.”18 Through writing, the reflection, clarification of thoughts, and organization of knowledge can be achieved by students.24 Reflective writing should be based on personal experiences and fused with logical, reflective, hypothetical, creative, and imaginative thinking.10 Collectively, Chinniah and Nallah further claimed that the elements of descriptive, explanatory, and expressive should be added in reflective writing to make it more beneficial. Thus, reflective writing is an avenue in which writers can enhance their curiosity by producing more questions than answers. Thus, reflective writing can be described as a process of learning, which needs students to act, to think critically, to analyze the idea, and to put all the process in writing.

The style of reflective writing might be different from academic writing because the process of writing reflectively comes from the inner self of the students after they have thought reflectively. There are four criteria in reflective writing. Those include reporting and responding to a critical issue or experience, relating the issue to students’ knowledge in their field, reasoning about the causes and effects of the issue, and reconstructing the thinking to provide solution to the issue.25

Reflective writing is used extensively in the clinical setting in many health sciences educational programs.19 Students’ learning outcome and critical thinking can be evaluated by means of reflective writing.24 It is believed that besides other kinds of assignments in education system, reflective writing could be used for both the integration of theory and practice and enhancement of the reflective thinking among students.16 The standard assignment limits students’ ability to develop insights into their own biases. The common types of assignments that have been used as reflective writing include portfolios, learning journals, log books, case summaries, Web-based learning, and peer review.10 Chinniah and Nallah added that students’ understanding of a given case plus the analytical skill could be evaluated through their writing style regardless of the type of reflective writing.10 Hence, any deficits or gaps in their knowledge can be corrected through the teacher’s feedback. In addition, students think about the situation of other
people through writing and could contemplate their own reactions in relation to those situations by writing reflectively.\textsuperscript{15} Shapiro et al concluded that students are able to become more confident in exploring the voices of patients, patients’ family, and others.\textsuperscript{15}

In medical education, professionalism is identified as a domain of competency, which needs to merge the knowledge, skill, and attitude for professional practice.\textsuperscript{26} Black and Plowright evaluated the views of pharmacists about reflection.\textsuperscript{27} They provided a picture about reflection and its effect toward professional development among postgraduate pharmacy students. From the focused group discussion and individual interviews, the students perceived that reflection can enhance their professional development in terms of patient care and their interaction with other health professionals. In addition, the students also seem to be aware of the depth and level of reflection because of the level of their education.\textsuperscript{27} Braun et al examined whether reflective writing can be used to assess the professionalism competencies among medical students and found that the content of reflective writing is suggestive of the students being able to address the domain of professionalism upon two competencies, which are ability to display self-awareness of performance and awareness of one’s own perspectives and bias.\textsuperscript{28}

In nursing education, reflective writing is commonly used in the clinical process to develop students’ thinking skills into critical thinking.\textsuperscript{29} Structured and systematic reflective writing is necessary to effectively assess students’ critical thinking. A structured model of reflection is believed to encourage the students to think and with further depth. Baker’s four-step model and John’s revision of Carper’s patterns have been used as a model of reflection to guide the students for structured reflective writing, which could enhance the students’ understanding of the process of reflection itself and increase their ability to provide critical ideas in their writing.\textsuperscript{29}

**Uses of a Reflective Journal**

A reflective journal is defined as “A collection of notes, observations, thoughts and other relevant materials that were built up over a period of time and usually accompany a period of study, a placement experience or fieldwork.”\textsuperscript{30} A reflective journal has been used as a means of encouraging the process of critical reflection among students.\textsuperscript{31} On that note, the reflective journal may improve students’ clinical skills within the concept of self-directed learning.\textsuperscript{32}

Recently, researchers have suggested that engaging students in reflective journaling can give positive effects in their learning, and the domain of critical thinking is improved.\textsuperscript{33, 34} The use of the reflective journal has been accepted as a teaching strategy whereby students’ feelings and observations during their practice is written without any format of writing style. This style ensures the flexibility and openness in writing thus, reflection can be achieved.\textsuperscript{32} The objective of the reflective journal is to develop reflective thinking skills from writing and experiences so that the learning ability can be enhanced.

Nursing students indicated that reflective journal improves their reflective thinking skills. The reflective journal is used as an assessment tool in clinical practice to enhance the stage of development and experience of the students in both knowledge and clinical practice.\textsuperscript{35} Nurses are required to have engaged in critical thinking, clinical decision making, and critical evaluation to provide good service in their working environment. Critical thinking is not a simple process, and it takes time.\textsuperscript{34} Among those drawbacks, Cottrell believed that reflective journaling is one of the types of reflective writing that can be utilized to develop soft skills in nursing education. When nurses are trained in critical thinking through reflective journaling, one of the positive effects is positive patient outcomes.

Lasater and Nielsen used reflective journaling during radiotherapy students’ clinical placement and found the concept of reflection led to the formulation of the Guide for Reflection based on Tanner’s clinical judgment model.\textsuperscript{36} From this model, the authors then produced the Lasater clinical judgment rubric to assess the progression of clinical judgment. This model is used to provide students with information regarding the process of the clinical thinking. Lasater and Nielsen concluded that reflective journaling could enhance students’ clinical skills only when the students are involved with guided reflections. Reflective journaling was supported by Findlay et al who evaluated radiation therapy students at the University of Newcastle. They suggested that students need to be guided with the style of reflective writing in order to facilitate reflective thinking.\textsuperscript{37} They developed the intervention tool, the Newcastle Reflective Analysis Tool (NRAT), to foster students’ reflective writing ability.

Researchers who focused on the domain of critical thinking, learning skills, and clinical skills in nursing education used a structured journal that was based on the concept of reflection in order to provide a depth of knowledge and understanding during clinical practice.\textsuperscript{38, 39} Bussard identified eight themes in the nursing students’ reflective journal.\textsuperscript{39} The themes included expectations about the patient; recognition of a focused assessment; interpretation of medications, laboratory data, and diagnostics; communication with the patient; collaboration and inter-professionalism; prioritizing interventions; skillfulness with interventions; and incorporation of skills and information into real-patient situations. The findings from these studies have affirmed the correlation of reflective journaling with the academic success in nursing clinical area. McMillan-Coddington evaluated the efficacy of journal writing in
educating nursing students in the domain of patient care, suggesting that students tend to learn how to provide responsible care for patients, incorporating a code of ethics, and empathize with patients.40

Because reflective writing and reflective journaling share some basic characteristics, it is conducive for the terms to be used interchangeably, the distinction being reflective journals are based on specific experiences over a period of time.

Reflective Learning
Both reflective writing and reflective journaling are methods towards achieving reflective learning. Boyd and Fales mentioned that “Reflective learning is the process of internally examining and exploring an issue of concern, triggered by an experience, which creates and clarifies meaning in terms of the self, and which results in a changed conceptual perspective.”41 Reflective learning is an activity used in pedagogical methodology, and its usage is not limited to the writing process only. Reflective learning includes a range of activities: self-review, peer review, and reflective writing. Thus, it is suggested that the students should be introduced to the concept of reflective learning before they are involved in its associated activities, particularly in reflective writing. Digital storytelling, peer feedback, and blogging are among the learning activities that involve the reflection concept, thus those activities can be classified as reflective learning. The various methods of reflective learning could make the learning process become creative and valuable in extracting certain skills from students.42

Applying Reflective Approaches in the Domains of Medical Imaging Education
The above discussion shows that most of the reflective approaches in medical education were focused on the domains of critical thinking and learning skills among students. Critical thinking, clinical decision making, and critical reflection are among the skills that are also applicable to medical imaging education within the scope of the discipline. The domains of patient care, use of technology, procedural considerations, technical knowledge, professionalism, safety, quality, and customer satisfaction could be assessed through the use of the various reflective approaches above for the purpose of reflective learning. Reflection has been shown to enhance professional development in terms of patient care and professional interaction between health professionals.

The common type of assignments and assessments that have been used as reflective writing include portfolios, learning journals, log books, case summaries, Web-based learning, and peer review. Relating to the situation of other people through writing, students could contemplate their own reactions in relation to those situations by writing reflectively and addressing the domain of professionalism, which is involved in those situations. It is important to note that the expected elements of professionalism in the medical disciplines are relatively the same within the context of expected professional attributes, which are specific to the given discipline.

Accountability, positive communication, empathy, trustworthiness, consideration, respecting others, personal appearances, ensuring privacy and confidentiality, safe practice, limiting harm, self-reflection, and professional development are some of the professional traits expected from medical imaging practitioners. Medical imaging educators can relate the findings of studies into these domains of medical imaging professionalism.

A common feature in medical education is the development of critical thinking. This particular ability is also important in medical imaging education. Differences in patient characteristics, imaging technologies, procedures, safety considerations, and image quality are domains that are interconnected with each other in any given radiological examination. The concept of individual tailoring of radiological examination requires that the thinking ability for no two patients is alike. The use of reflective writing could unearth the analytical skill that is needed in the conduct of the examinations.

The reflective journal, which is characterized by accumulation of experience over time, could be used to develop the reflective thinking skills from writing and experiences so that learning ability can be enhanced. Developing and enhancing critical thinking and soft skills that require time can be seen within the positive outcomes as depicted in the discussions above. It can be highlighted that most of those domains involve the affective domain of learning, which include assessing students’ performance in the clinical area in which they can reflect upon specific instances with a single patient, thus using reflective writing or determining their accumulated experience in patient care through reflective journaling. Thus, it is suggested that the use of reflective approaches is possible to measure the various affective domains among medical imaging students.

Drawing on the benefits of the concept of reflection and reflective learning discussed above, there is much to do by medical imaging educators. There are various teaching and assessing methodologies to represent the reflection needed. Future work will also involve the formulation of the assessment rubrics that would clearly show the applications of reflection in the chosen assessment methodology. The different characteristics of the domains within medical imaging education will be a major challenge in developing
those rubrics. It is postulated that those challenges can be contained by aligning the efforts to the concept of outcome-based education. Resorting to an "adapt or adopt" strategy to those successful approaches can facilitate the planning and implementation of using the concept of reflection in education, which could reduce the fatigue in formulation from beginning the concept of reflection into medical imaging education. Furthermore, those success stories can be used as indicators of success when applied to medical imaging education. However, it is to be reiterated that the specific characteristics of the domains in medical imaging education will require attention to be given the style, action verbs, and weightage of the assessment that will depict the reflection in terms of the integration of theory into practice. A holistic model based on the concept of outcome-based education can provide the guide towards the application of reflective approaches in medical imaging education.

**Conclusion**

This initial review based on Scopus database has demonstrated the current approaches based on the concept of reflection that were used to facilitate learning and assessment in various medical disciplines. It is important to note here that more studies are required to reduce the gap between medical imaging and other health professions toward the understanding of the concept of reflection in the education system. The broad definitions of the term reflection as evident in the literature can be used to relate the application of reflection within their individual contextual meanings and when indicated. The process of reflection involves several steps that ultimately are used to develop and promote the crucial mindedness and professionalism and facilitate the learning of the individuals. The uses of various reflective approaches that include reflective writing and reflective journaling have been associated with academic success of students and improving the domain of patient care. The development of the various models of reflective approaches is used to guide both students and lecturers in terms of introducing, understanding, and directing them towards the necessary steps and themes in order to achieve a successful undertaking.

This work demonstrates that adapting and adopting the lessons learned from the application of various reflective approaches in the other disciplines can be used to benefit the learning and assessment as well as enhancing interpersonal skills in medical imaging education. In another perspective, the dearth of literature related to medical imaging education should be observed in the avenues for medical imaging educators to develop robust studies that evaluate the efficacy of reflective approaches to the macro- and micro-domains of medical imaging education. A positive interpretation of the above discussions is that the presented studies showed the utility of reflective approaches in addressing the areas under professionalism. These areas are similar in medical imaging education. It is anticipated that there will be many challenges and constrains in presenting the reflection concept in medical imaging curriculum. The challenges and constraints could be in relation to the educational framework adopted by the respective institutions, the concept of outcome-based education and reflective practice as a tool for assessing outcomes. These approaches should be explored further by the medical imaging educators.
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